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Riley Sleichter (Abilene, Kansas)
Agricultural Economics | Kansas State University 
While learning within animal sciences and business fields, it does not feel like
“work” to me; I truly enjoy my curriculum. This idea of finding a career that I truly
love proves itself as my top career goal, and I am already searching employers to
find “the one” for me. To coincide with the enjoyment of my curriculum, my
educational goals help guide me along. I plan to graduate from Kansas State
University with honors and yearn to begin my career on a firm financial foundation
by financing college through my cow herd and scholarships. 

Adriene Aubuchon (Owensville, Missouri)
Agricultural Studies | University of Missouri 
Upon my graduation from the University of Missouri, I would like to continue my
education and obtain a master’s degree in agricultural communications or plant
sciences. I am dedicated to being a forever learner, and continuing my education is
something that is very important to me. I would then like to work for a plant-based
commodity group and work with communication, education, and outreach. My main
goal is to communicate the important story of agriculture to all. Then, I have the dream
of opening my own florist shop and being a business owner.
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Macy Evans (Creston, Iowa)
Agricultural Education | Iowa State University  
As a student at Iowa State University, I have the goal to take advantage of every
opportunity. I want to study abroad at least two more times, join 2 random clubs and
push for excellence within my academics. I have the goal to graduate ISU with a
cumulative GPA over 3.5. However, more than that I hope to find more of my passion
and become more confident in my area of study before I enter the real world!


